RET exon 11 (G691S) polymorphism is significantly more frequent in sporadic medullary thyroid carcinoma than in the general population.
The RET protooncogene is constitutively activated by point mutations in hereditary medullary thyroid carcinomas (MTCs). RET somatic point mutations have also been reported in 40-50% of sporadic MTCs. Several single nucleotide polymorphisms of the RET gene have been described in the general population as well as in patients with MTC. These allelic variants do not seem to confer any transforming activity to the tyrosine kinase domain of the RET gene. Because the exon 11 RET polymorphism determines an important aminoacidic variation (G691S), we studied its frequency in 212 subjects, 106 sporadic MTC patients and 106 normal age-, sex-, race-, and geographic origin-matched controls. In 46 cases of sporadic MTCs, we also studied the cosegregation of somatic RET gene mutation and G691S polymorphism as well as the linkage of the polymorphism with RET germline mutation in 60 members of eight multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 families. The influence of this polymorphism on the RET gene transcription has also been studied. In parallel we analyzed the frequencies of another three neutral polymorphisms (L769L, S836S, S904S). We found a statistically significant (P = 0.029) higher allelic frequency of G691S polymorphism in MTCs (27.83%) than that found in normal controls (18.86%), at variance with the three neutral polymorphisms whose frequencies were not different in patients and controls. With this study we excluded the influence of the G691S polymorphism on RET mRNA expression, the development of the somatic RET mutation, the linkage with the germline RET mutation, the younger onset of the MTCs, and the clinical outcome of the disease. A putative role of the G691S polymorphism as genetic modifier in the normal subjects remains to be established.